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TECH NICAL NOTE NO. 991 
PROPERTI E S OF S OME E XPA NDE D PLASTICS 
AND OTHER LOW-DWNSITY MATERIALS 
By Benjamin M. Axilrod and Evel yn Koenig 
SUMMARY 
Va rious mechanical and ph y sical properties df sever~l 
expanded plasiics and other low- densit y mate rials qf i n terest 
for aircraft' applications, suc h as h ent insulation or the 
core of a sandwich material, were investi gated. The materials 
includeA in the program were cellulos~ acetate plastic, poly-
styrene, a urea-formaldehyde resin, a zein pr oduct , hard rub-
ber, balsa wood, and cellular glass. The properties ~udied 
included density, thermal conductivity, dimensional stability 
on expo'sure to extremes of temp~rature and relative humidity, 
resistance of the materials to chemi cals, and flexural and 
compressive stren g ths and moduli of elasticity . 
_ The density of the polystyrene expanded material was a 
f6utth, urea-formaldehyde one-half, and hard rubber and cel-
IU~9~e acetate about the same as that of the low-den~ipy · 
bals~, 0.08 gram per cubic centimeter. The other ~aterials 
had ~reater densities than balsa. 
. :., ~ 
": ~h~hard rubber had \ l~e low~si thermal conductivity of 
the materials tested an~ c9mpa~ed~ favorably with commercial 
insulating materials. ' ., 
.. 
The glass and polystyrene expanded materials exhibited 
the smallest changes in weight and in dimensions on exposure 
to extremes of temperature and relative humidity. Only the 
glass material remained unaffected after 7 months' outdoor 
exposure. The least dimensional and percentage weight changes 
on immersion in various chemicals and after drying were exhib-
ited by the glass product and hard rubber in that order. 
Balsa was greatly superior to the'other materials in 
~Qd.1..iii"u: s· of rupture in bendin g and in f1.ex"u~ral modulus of 
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of elasticity . . The hard rubber ·had t he highest modulus of 
rupture and flexural modulus of elasticity of the expanded 
organic materials. On a stiffness-weight basis, th~ flex-
ural properties of the polystyrene approached those for the 
balsa. Balsa was much superior to the other materiala in 
compressive properties, 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, various expanded plastics of low-density and 
porous structure have been developed. Some information on 
the mechanical properties of four such materials, cellular 
cellulose acetate, calcium alginate, and two other materials 
believed to be na tural or synthetic sponge hard rubber, has 
been reported. (See reference 1.) As t he density a nd cell 
structure c an be varied in these expanded materials, they 
seem promising for several applications in the field 'of ·air - · 
. craft construction. They may have low enough therma l con d~ c­
tivities to make them useful for heat insulation. If · th~tr 
stren gth-densi ~y properties are reasonably good, the expa~~ed 
products may fi nd application in the core o f a sandwich . m~te­
rial having high-strength, high-density faces. In th~s .c~~­
nection it is worth noting that balsa woOd is being used suc-
cessfully as a core material in the structure of the . ~o9quitq 
bomber. (See reference 2.) 
The purpose of this investigation w.as :to obtain i.n·forma-
tion regarding the properties of several types of expand&d . 
materials which are avail a ble from commercial sources. With 
this information it should be possible to se.le.ct materials r 
for specific applications. The properties invest.igaierl :were 
density, thermal conductivity, dimensional stab ility on ex-
posure to extremes of . temperature and relative .. humidity·,. 
resistance of the materials to water, lubricati·ng ·oi·l, . Ig·q:SO-
line and other chemicals, and flexural and comp~essive J' 
strengths and moduli of elasticity. 
The e~panded pl.stics include~ in this inv~st·igation 
were cel)u. lose aeot a te, polystyrene, El-: u.rea-formaldehyde '" 
resin, a ·nd a zein (protein) ba·s.'e, ·p·rq.duc:t. O:ther materials 
studied :':I ere a cellular hard ru.'Qbe:r, . 1;>.8,1 sa· wo.o·d, and a cel-
l u 1 a r g.l a ss. 
This investigation, co nducted at the National Bureau of 
Stan~a~d~, was· sponsored by and : c~nducted with the ' financial 
assist'ance of the National ,Advi;sory Committe .e' f ·or.' Aeronautics. 
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, 'MATER IA1S f. ,,:, " , 
The materials tested and their d e scription, including 
so me data from the manufacturer " were as follows: 
(a) The cellulose acetate expanded plastic was furnished 
in sheets 0 . 5 ~nc~ ~hick with cylindrical cells oriented per-
pendicularly to the p'lane of ,the sheet .. This material, sup-
plied by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, ~"aB "formed 
by first mixing cellulose acetate with solvent, treating it 
under var.iej.,ble temperature and pressure conclitions, and ex-
panding it ' 'by suddenly releasin g the pressure." 
, " 
(b) The polystyrene expanded plastic was supplied by the 
Dow Chemical Co mp an y under, the designation "Q-I03 Styrofoam," 
in sheets 1 inch thick with c16sed, approximately spherical 
cells a~o~t 1/16 inch in di~meter . 
I , " 
(0) ',T, h~1? protein-base 's'ponge was made from zein with 40 
percent ,p.las,t ,icizer and 'was supp lied in sheets about 1.4 
inches thi, 6'lt~ ; This material, ma.nufactured by the B. F. 
Goodrich Camp'any unde'r the designation "hSt'lid AmalC sponge" has 
a closed ., s~H~rical cell str~cture with d&lls of approximately 
1/~2- i 'i~~ d~a~~t ' er. The f~ces have a thi~ 'skin of the same 
'" ., " of " co~p6sition a. the core. ': 
, ' •• : J ', , 
(d) ·Th' ~ ~t~a:-forma:i:'dehyde resi'n expande'd ' Plastic, "Resin' 
Foam, II ' w~~ niade ':by the G~odyear Tire and Rubb'er Co mnan y in 
the for 'r4, ' qf :" siiibs about ;2 ' inch'e' i thi'clC fwith " ap:proxi~ate ly 
spheri~~i ,!nt~iconnecting celis : fhe ~~nufacturer states 
that the ' material "is made frcm "ure'a- formalde hyde resin 
frothed with the aid of a frothing mat erlal and set by t'he " 
addition of a , setting materi~l after it is poured in the de-
sired shape." 
(e) The hard r~p'ber expanded material was made in slabs 
1 inch , thick by the "United State~ R~bber Company and desig-
nated "# 2266 hard ~el~ular board." This product contains 35 
percent filler and 'lQ percent softe~er and has a skin of the ~ , 
. .,. , '" 
same c omposition ~s .. t!.fe core. The material has closed" ap,- ' 
proximately spherica l cells about 1/50 inch in diameter wit h 
a few larger cells, about 1/16 to 1/8 inch in diameter. 
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( f -) B a 1 saw 0 0 d, ' i n h/o den's i t ie s, was sup P lie d i n t h § 
form of bo a rds 2 to 4 inches th!~k by the ~aval Air Experi-
mental Station, N~vy Yard, Ph~ladelphia, Pa. 
(g) Glass, in the form of a closed, spherical cell prod-
uct, called "Foamglass,1t was furni s hed in 2..,.inch-thick slabs 
by the Pittsburgh Corning Corporation. The Foamglass was 
"cellulated by the evolution of internal gas at high temper-
atures. 1t 
TEST PROCEDURES AND E~UIPMENT 
The procedures employed were , similar, in general, to 
those de~cribed . in Federal Specification L-P-406a. (See ief-
erence 3.) The ipecimens for the various tests were condi~ 
tioned at 77° F and 50 percent rel a tive humidity for at ·, least 
2 days prior to test and tested under thee·e condition,s; unl.ess 
otherwise specifi~d. 
Weight and Dimensional Measurements 
The specimens were weighed on an analytical balance of 
the mRgnetically damped typ e which pe rmits rapid weighing. 
In me asuring the dimens ions of the spe cimens it wa,s found 
that some of the material s were soft enough that t~e £oot of 
an ordinary dial thickness gage would sink in a considerable 
amount ·. : '.A Schiefer compressorneter (fig. 1) was used for di::-
mensional mea suremen ts si nce with this instrument a light 
con trollable lo ad c a~ be aup lie d to th e dial fo ot. (See· ref-
eren ce 4 . ) F or mos t mea sur emen t s t he force on the l_inch-
diame~er fO ,ot was ad ju sted to 0.1 pound~ In thLs instrument, 
the luw er dia l gr aduated in O.O Ol~inch units in~icates the 
thickness of t he specimen a nd , t he u up er dial, the pressure 
applied. Fo r so me tests the cha ng es in softnees of the mate-
rials were estimated with the com~ressometer by measurin g . the 
dimensions for two \i fferent p r e ssures. 
I •• • -:. 
Th~ density of the test specimen s was calc~lated from 
weight and d i me n s ion a l measurements. 
The thi~kness 'o f ' t~e test :" s p ec i;~e n" s ' .was th'e same a .s t ,hat 
of th e she e ts Gupp l ied , ~ except for the ba lsa, ' i~ whi~h case 
the , specimens were tak.~n ,from, l .,..inch-,t .hick plan ed.' bo a~, ds. 
The lengthwi~e . dir~c t i ~~ w~s ~~ken ~~B~g . the l e ngth of the 
sheet ,: if t he :sheet W.~i ~ ' squar e , .t :h 'e ~ :e~~thwL~e dir e ction was 
. ) 
, l' 
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arbitrarily chosen. For the balsa the lengthwise direction 
was with the grai~~ ~ 
Thermal Conductivity 
'. 
The materials w~re tested in an 8-inch guarded hot plate 
apparatus in a manner similar to that described in Federal 
Specification LLL-F -321b. :. (See reference 5.) The specimens, 
- . . 0 0 8 by 8 inches square, were dried in an oven at 140 to 150 F 
for about 16 hours prior to test. 
Resistance to ~~tr~me$ of Temper~ture and Humidity 
The materia1i wer. subjected to the accelerated service 
tests described in Method 6011., . Federal Specification LP-406a. 
(See reference 3.) The con'ditio.ns in these tests are as foI-
lows: 
Test I: 24 hours at 1400 F, 88 p:er'c en t relative humidity 
24 hours at 140 0 F, in circulating-air oven 
Test II: 72 hours at 140 0 F, in circulat ing-air- oven 
T e 'Sit ~I I I : 24 hours at 1600 F, 70 to 75 p 'ercent rela.t i ve 
humidity 
24 hours at 160 0 F, in ci·rculating-air oven 
" T~st IV: 24 hours at 175 0 F~ a bout · 100 percent relat i ve", 
humidity 
,.' 
24 hour s ~ t 175 0 F, . in circulating-air oven 
Te~t ' v ': 
',. t-
24 hours 
", ,'., 0 
,F. 70 to 75 reI a t i v e . ': at , ;L75 · percent 
humidity 
_40 0 24 hours at F, dry-ice refrigerated box 
24 hours at 175 0 F," ... in circulating-air oven 
' 0 24 hours at -40 ' ,~. :.: 9-r,y- ice refri.gE?rated box ,' 
Duplicate: s:p~cimens of each material" .3 by 3 i~~hes by , t :h~ ' 
thickness, 'w,er'e subjected to ,tl).,e f~v: t; ". tests' i .n t .he ,ord.e,r list'ed, 
and we're weighed' ~ind m.easur ,e,d '. 'inft.i,ally and aft ,er ' e~ch ;expo,au·re 
period:·' .' -- . :," '" ".,\ ' . 
l ~ • f. 
Accelerated Weathering 
, I ". I.. • 'f. 
The materials were subJected' to alternate exposure to a 
tempera~ur~ of 1500 ! in a?iycu~~ t~ng-ai~ oven and p~ , m91s­
ture in a' fog chamber at 'a:':' t~~peJ· ,~~ .u . re Of 7.7 0 F. The·! -daiU:y . 
.' " , : . . ~. ' :' ~., . 
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schedu~e irtc1ud~d 2 hours in the fog chamber, 2 hours in the 
oven, 2 hours in the fog chamber, and 18 hours in the oven. 
The duration of the test was 240 hours. Two specimens of 
each material, 2 by 2 inches by the thickness, were weighed 
and measured initially and at the end of the test. 
Natural Weathering 
S~~ple. of the materials weie placed outdoors on March 
15, 1944, in Washington, D. C., on exposure racks that faced 
south and were inclined at 45 0 to the horizontal. Two flex-
ure test specimens were cut fro m each sam~le p rior to the out-
door exp6iu~e: It is planned to make flexure tests on speci-
mens taken from the samples after a year's exposure. The 
sampl~9 wer~ examined May 15 after 2 months " exposure. and on 
OC~Qh8r 17 after 7 months' exposure. 
J ' 
Resistance to Chemicals 
The material~ were tested for their resistance to the 
following chemicals: water, 95 percent ethyl alcohol, ethyl-
ene glycol, glycerol, diacetbne alcoho l, SAE 10 motor oil, 
heptane, and an aromatic gasoline blend consisting of 60 per-
cent 100-octane gasol~ne, 20 percent toluene. lS ' percent xy -
lene, and 5 percent benzene. One specimen of each material, 
2 by 2 inches by , ~~e thickness, was weighed and measured be-
fore and immediately after immersion for 7 days. The meas-
urements were repeated ~ after 7 days of : air drying. , Each 
specimen was placed in a separate container. A duplicate set 
of specimens'wa~ ~tibject~d to the 24-hour water ~bsorption 
test described in Method 7031, Federal Specification L-P-406a. 
(See reference 3~i ' 
The softening ', of thci specimens immefsed in chemicals 
was measured with ~~he compressometer in the following way. 
The length. wtdth, "and thickness measurement~ before and 
after immersion and on drying the specimen were made with 
both a 0.1- and a I-pound for'ce on the d'ial foot. The dif-
t:erence in hundredths of 'an ' inch bet ... leen 't '!i:'e me'asurement s 
with the two " 16ad~ on th~ , dial' 'foot is 'defined as the soft-
ness index. 
• "1. 
FlexuT.9 -tests wer 'e m;ade wi'th a ' self-~lfn:.i'ng" adjustable-
span flexU'l"e !:Ji-g , ("fi 'g. , '2) mounted in a unIversal hydraulic 
." '.. ' .' .',. . . '." 
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., 
testing mac!line. After th~ flexur~··: jig had been centered 
and alined relative to the pressure ' piece A, it was kept itt . 
place with a magnetic chuck B. The span could be ' subse-
quently adjusted to any value from 1.6 to 9 inches by means 
of the calibrated screw C withou~~ecentering or realining. 
The support pieces D each had a radius of 0.125 inch and 
the pressure piece a radius of 0.50 inch. The deflection of 
the specimen at the center of . the span was indicated by a 
Southwark~Peters plastics extensometer E attached to an 
equal-arm lever F in contact at one end with the lower face 
of the test sp~cimen. A flat piece of plastic was placed be-
tween the specimen and the end of the lever to keep the edge 
of :the ·lever · from pushing into the test specimen '. With this 
apparatus and the associated recorder, load-deflection graphs 
were obtained during the testing, A specimen in place ready 
for testing is shown in £igure 3 r 
. Th'e ·test:n,·:ng machlne· had a capacity of 2400 po.unds and a 
low range of '24.0 pou'nds which was used .for most of the tests. 
The estimated': e.'~ro, r ' of the load indicat,or \.,rhen , the load-
deflect'ion gr'a'phs "\'v'ere made was less. than 0.5 ~pound for the 
240-pou,nd .r 'ange. The deflection indic.ator WCl,S accurate to 
withi'n 5, p 'er,ce,.nt in the range of 0.01 t ,o 0,.1 inc.h and 2 p'er'- . 
cent in ,~he range 0.1 to 0.4 inch. 
• • I ~!. 
, ~ 
The spec~mens were 2 . i~ches wide and had a .depth equal 
to the thickness of the material; the span-dep~~ratio was 
maintained at 7 to 1. Tests were made for the two grades of 
balsa ·wi .t :h a flexure jig of ,larger ·span to obtain. modul1us of 
rupture values . fqr a span-de~th ratio of 16 to l~ 
..... 
" 'rhe modulu.s of rupture sr was calculated from the 
usual f"oi-mula: 
) 
., • I 
. } 
where ! -. 
P maximum load 
(" '. /( 
,) , 
h ~e~th ~ of the specimen 
, I " 
The slope of the straight portion of the load-deflection 
graph was determined, and from this the "effective flexural 
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modulus of elasticity," - Ef, - n~glecting _ the : deflections due 
to shear and t(j ' concentrated ,, +oads at th~ . supports, was cal-
culated as follows: , . " " 
.... :3 
, P ~ 
,., " ..: 
"'f - . X 4 bh :3 
where piX .is ~he slope of ., the load-deflection graph. The 
other quantities we~e de~ined for the preceding equation. 
Tests were mads both witb and without plywood or acry-
late resin pad.s at the sup'port pieces to dete'rinine the effee·t · 
of the local ~eform~~ion pn the flexural modul~~ of e1~6t ·ic-' 
it~. . 
Compression Tests 
The materials were subjected to flatwise and edgewise 
compression tests. Two universal hydraulic testing machines 
were used to accommodate the wide range of maximum loads re-
quired for the various materials. One had ranges of 240, . 
1200, and 2400 p ounds and the other had ranges of 2400, 
12,000, and 60,000 pounds. Special bearing blocks were con-
structed with brackets (fig. 4) to permit using the Southwark-
Peters plastics extensomete~ for deformation measurements. 
With this equipment And the ~ssociated recorder, load-deforma-
tion _ gra~hs were obtained during the test. 
The flatwise compression test specimens were 3 i 'n'ches 
square with the height equal to the thickness of the sheet 
except for the balsa. The latter specimens were cut from l-
inch-thick planed boards. Tests were made both with and with-
out an aluminum alloy spherical seat. Figure 5 shows a poly-
styrene specimen ready for te~t with th~ spherical seat in 
place and the extensometer attadhed to the brackets. When 
the spherical seat was used, it was adjusted so that the plane 
surface of the top part was parallel to the surface of the 
upper fixed bearing block. 
The edgewise compression tests were made on lengthwise 
and crosswise specimens the hei ghts and widths Of which were 
twice the thickness. The balsa specimens were taken from l-
inch-thick planed boards. The ends of the specimens were 
made flat and square on a sanding disk. Most of the materi-
als were tested without the spherical seat. A balsa specimen 
in .place for edgewise compression testing is shown in figure 
6 . ,~. -. . ~ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
DeI).~ity 
The " densities of the ·sp eci mens were determined in many 
of the tedts, 'and the values are shown in the tables. The .. 
approximate average densities of the . expanded materials in 
grams per cubic centimeter are as follows; cellulose acetate 
0.08 to 0 . 09 ; polystyrene 0.02; zein 0.16 to 0.18; urea-
formaldeh yd e 0.04; hard rubber 0.07 to 0.08; low-density balsa 
0~07 to 0.09; high-density balsa 0.16 to 0.32; glass 0.16 to 
0.17. 
Thermal Conductivity 
Tbe results of the thermal-transmission measurements are 
given in table I. The hard rubber had the lowest conductiv-
ity, the value for K being 0.25 Btu per hour per s~uare 
foot per degree Fahrenheit per inch · at 95 0 F. This compares 
favorably with many of the rigid and most of ' ~he fibrous com-
mercial insulating materials. (See references 6 and 7.) 
..... " .. 
. , 
Resistance to Extremes of Temperature and H~midity 
The results of these tests are · given in table II. The 
least weight changes, less than Ii psrcent , were ~hown by 
polystyreh~.l The glas~ also~ exhibited very slight changes 
in \..,·eight. The hard rubb~.r,·,.lz .e i n, and low-densit y balsa ex-
h i bit e d wei g h t c han I!, e s 0 f : 5-l ·t o ' .2 0 pe r c e'Il t . w hen sub j e c ted 
alternately to high and lo,w·. :relative humidities. 
The least dimensional chan ge s were exhibited by the in-
organic product glass, and the po l ys tyrene; t he changes for 
these materials were generally less than 0 . 5 perc~nt. The 
glass ~aterial crumbles at the surface of ~o nta ct on handling, 
which explains ' the negative trend of the chan ge s. ' 'The o the r . 
materials exhibited chan ge s of about I to 5 per~ent when ex-
posed alternately to high and lo w relative huoidity: 
1 
In contrast to . th~~9ther orga~iq . 9ater ials, the poly-
styrene regularly lost ~eight during ' a ' h i gh-humidi ty period 
an~ ~ain~d . weight during " ~~~ r fol~o~~ng . low- hu~idity condit ion. 
The r~?-so~ fo!, ' this is nR~ , ~nq'~n , , 9~~ ., since the changes were 
small t~i~ behavior may ~hf · b~ ~. st~d if~cant. 
. . \ ." , 
.. j 
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Accelerated Weathering 
The changes in weight and dimensions after the 240-hour 
oven-fog test are given in table III. The resultant changes 
in weight were less than. 1 .per.cent for cellulose acetate, 
low-density balsa, and glass •. and between 1 and 2 percent 
for the other materials . .. The resultant changes in the dimen-
sions were between 1/2 and 3 'perqent for all materials and 
nearly all of the changes were . negative. 
Natural Weathering 
The condition of the samples exposed out doors is shown 
in figures 7 and 8. The results of ",arp and shrinkage meas-
u rem e n t s are g i v e n i n tab 1 e I V f -o.r the 7 - m 0 nth s I e xp 0 sur e 
period. The inorganic glass product exhibited the least 
sh~inkage and warp and appeared upaifscted by the exposure. 
The polystyrene exhibited very little warp or shrinkage. 
but the face exposed to the light had become embrittled with 
the result that erosion by the wind reduced the sample to 
half its original thickness. The specimens of polystyrene 
which had been subjected to the heat-fog acceierated weather-
ing test did not show this surface embrittlement. Specimens 
of polystyrene were subjected to the ultraviolet light-fog 
accelerated weathering teat described in Method 6021 of 
Federal Specification L-P-406a (reference 3); the material 
turned yellow and the surface became sufficiently brittle so 
that it could be eroded by blowing a stream of air over the 
surface. This behavior was similar to that observed on the 
specimen exposed outdoors .for 7 months. 
The greatest dimensional change of the hard rubber in 
either direction was less than that of the balsa in the cross-
grain direction in which the greatest change occurred for 
this wood. However. th~ hard rubber developed a greater warp 
than the balsa. The changes in the dimensions of the cellu-
lose acetate and zein were 10 percent or more, and these ma-
terials warped badly. 
Resistance to Chemicals 
The data for weight and dimensional changes for the ma-
terials subjected to immersion in chemicals and to air-drying 
are given in tables V, VI, and VII. The data on softness 
indices for the materials before and after testing are given 
in table VIII. 
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-, Th,e lowest percen'ta-ge ' w:e-ig.h·t, chang'e.s . on ,immersion were 
,sh:O.wn by the glass . . In ,making a compari ,s'on of percentage ' , 
c'pang-e : in ' 1_.,eight~ however" " the densit'iel! al,so need to be ~'con­
,,'s.i 'der'ed' ~. ,~",!>~ example, glass, hard rubb'er,; and polystyrene, 
on ab'sol"b;!n.§ equal weights o'f the salIle" chemi-caJ. : would have 
p'ercentage" iJl:CT-eases in wei,ght of 1:2:8 , 8.s the d:ensities are 
: in -th,e" ratio: S : ,2:1. Hard -rubber and the low-,dem,s-ity balsa 
are)' ~f , about , th,e same density and are readily compared '. : The 
hard': rubb$r absorbed much less ~h-e mi cal in all in~tanh~~ 
than the balsa. ' 
The hard rubber exhibited dimensional changes'of less 
than 1 percent - in all chemicals except the gasoline blend 
for ~hi ch chan ges of 1 to : 2 percent were noted. This expanded 
product ! 60mpar~d.favorabltwith glass in this respect . . Th~ ' 
low-density balsa in the direction of the grain exhibited ' di-
mensi onal changes of less than 1 percent for all chemicals but 
peruendicular to the gr ain changes of 2 to 3 percent we~e ob-
tained for several of the chemicals including the alcoHols . 
The cellulose acetate dissolved in acetone and ,' diacetone alco-
hol and showed changes ' of about 5 percent in the length and 
width 'for immersion iri ' ethyl a lcohol and ethylene glycol. 
The polystyrene was dissolved by adetone and the gasoline 
blend , shrank ab out 45 percent on immersion in heptane, and 
swelled about 22 percent in diacetone ,'alcohol. The remaining 
fi ,v,e chemicals caus ed dimensional changes up to '1.5 per'c'ent; 
The dimensions of the zein were principally affe cte d by th~ 
alcohols and acetone. and the chan ges in dimensions for the 
other che micals we~e a , few percent. ~he urea-formaldehyde 
material exhibite~ ~imensional changes of less than 1 percent 
for motor oil, hep-t 'ane. ' and gly cer ol an d less than 5' percent 
for the other chemicals employed. 
The 24-hour wa'ter absorption test ' (table VII) gave results 
comparable to thos~ , obtained in the 7-day immersion in water 
tests. 
From the data in table VIII it is concluded that zein is 
softened by water, ethyl alcohol, ~ ~thylen e glycol. and diace-
tone alcohol; and that hard rubber is softened by the gasoline 
blend . The slight changes in softne 'ss' index obtaine ~d .'lIn', other 
instances are nQt cpnsidered si gnificant. 
j t !!-
~ " 
- \- ~'. 
l!'lex'ure Tests 
, The results of the flextire tests are given i h table IX. 
Sample load-deflection graphs ' Are shown in fi gur e ; 9~ , 
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None of the , ~a~~ri~ls te~t ,ed ! had flexural modulus of 
elasticity v~lue~ ~o~parable to ~he ~alsa. The highest value 
obtained for ~ syntheilc material . w~~ about 5000 pii for hard 
rubber c~mpared ' ~~ a yaiue of , 19t;006 psi for bal~a : of slight -
ly high~r . density, Un~.tisfactory ' load-deflection graphs ' 
were obt~in~d wi~h , the ~l~JS so th~t its flexural modulus of 
elasticity \'1as not .Obtained. T,he glass ~nden'lent intermittent 
crumbling 'at the pressure ·and "support pi-eces ' and, since "the 
deflection was measured relative to the sup~orts, the result-
ing load-deflection graphs were very irregular. 
: :t ' ,' 
The strength of the 
the other products .. Th.e 
strongest materials ~~re 
balsa, 500,0 and 800 psi., 
hard rubbe~, 90 psi .. 
balsa was muc.h great~r tha,n ·that of 
modu,lu S ,- ,O f-ru.pt .ur·e value,s' ';for the 
.as :t:011,o,\o{s: :' high- ·an.d :1 ·o,w~deniS"Hy . 
r e spe.ct,i :v.e·l y; gl ass, ,1 00' P~' i:; ~ :an d 
When ',the materia1~ are co.mpared on. the basis 'of specific 
strength values, ,the poly.styrene , is comparable to the bal'sa 
ins t iff n e s san din . s p e c, f f i c mod u 111 s 0 f r up t u r e . The h a r d 
rubber is the second best syntpetic material with a ten'th.: of 
the stiffness anda ~ ient~ . ~j . tbe specific moduius of rupture 
of balsa of the sam~ ' densit~. . 
. '.' .. . . : '. 
The flexure · te~t dat~ for balsa compare rea$onably 
with valu~s rep6rte~ by the F~r~st Produ~ts Laboratory. 
refer~nce 8.) .' ' . 
• • I. 
well 
(See 
From the te~ts 0ith an~ wi.thout the .pads , at the sup~ort 
pr~ces, it ir ~onclride~ that the local deformation due to 
concentrated loads did not af~ec~ the flexu~al modulus of 
elasticity data appreciably for the polystyrene and hard rub-
ber. In the case of the .low-den:s.ity oalsa, ' hot .... ·ever", ·tests 
without plastic pads ~esulted i~ flexural modulus of elastib~ 
ity values less than half of the corresponding values obtained 
with plastic pads. 
, , 
CompressioP. Te~ts 
." , . . 
The data for ' t~e flaiwise and edg~~lse compression tests' 
are given in tables X and XI, respectively. Average stress-
strain curves for the various materials are shown in figures 
10 and 11. Typical load-deformetion : graphs as obtained on 
the recorder are illustrated in figures 12 and 13. 
The ce·llulos· e\· acef~te. \O!it'h .the fibers or ,c·ells ·oriente'd 
in the flat"lise dl 'rection exhibi'ted the highest flatwise 
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compressive modulus of elasticity of the synthetic organic 
materials, 3400 psi. The averag~ value obtained for balsa 
of slightly lower density was about 1500 psi. 
13 
The flatwise c· amp~ess·ibilH'Y · · o· f . the balsa is appare.~tly 
very sensitive to .the de.nsit·y; · when the . den.sity was incr:eased 
two to three times, the . effe~t~~e modulus of !~Bsticlti val~ 
ues were multiplied tenfold ' or mor~L ' The · pol~~t. Y .r~~.e, .· ~e*n, 
and hard rubber were about equal in : flatwise mo4»l~ 6f dl~8- !~ 
ticHy, exhibiting values of -300 to 600 psi. ~:n.·e :: · tendencY 
of the glass to crumble at the bearing surfa c e 's" inakes the" 
modulus of elasticity data for this material .u .ncertain. 
In the edgewise Cdmp'ression te .sts the meth.od of measur-
ing the motion of the heads (fig. 6), a non-averaging method, 
wa s .c·he eked wi th a pair of di al gage s placed symme tr i cally 
relative to the axis ol the testing machine .heads. Good 
agreement was obtained by the two metho~s :iot edgewise tests 
of low-density balsa, ' both lengthwise and , c~9sswise. Consid-
erable error, however , .was obtained for the high-density balsa 
the modulus of elasticlt~ ' of which was five . to seven times 
that of the low-density ·b~lsa. As ' all th~_ ~ynthetic products 
exhibited moduli of elasticity much less ' than the low-density 
balsa, th.e ~ni~.-a.v:e,r~ging arrangement sho,,,n in figure 6 ,,,,as 
cons-1d·er.e.d .. S:,a}.i ~{a·.q~ .o·rY !{or the 'sE!; m'aterlial.s. , ' .. 
• 0\ • ~ ~ :''':. '_' ; . '." i ' ', ' ,, ' . 
'.', ! . ''( 
: The hard .rubber ·ha.i ~·th·e · h ·igh·est :ef·fective modulus of 
elasticity of . the ' expad~d& ' ~rt~ni~ · mate~iais in the edgewise 
tests. The value for t'li; ' r 'ubber product ' ,\las .a,b.QUt· 4000 psi 
compared to 100,000 psileQgthwise and 3500 psi ' c~6sswise for 
balsa of the same density: !::' ':rne c 'orilpressive " modH-~i " Qf elas-
ticity obtained for . the ba~J ~ rubber in the edge~js~ · i~8tS 
were much higher than tho~~ : o~taihed in the ~l~tw~i~~ ~e~~~~ " 
The skin on .this · material probably cau·Sled ·· mOfjt . of 'the 'i,n-
crease . . Tn,e" p-olystyrene and zein exh;ibd.ted c· o~ip.r<e .a·..s~t'.e mod-
uli ~f ~b~nt SDO psi ' in ~~e edgewise te.ts . ~h~~~A~Jhs. of 
elasticity/density ratio for poly'st,yr.ene is a.bou.t l:C 'f'or'tieth 
of the :c o-r.re'sp.ondi ng rat i 0 for the low-den si t y b'al ~a ' 'l "n"·· t he 
1 e ngt h:w'i s ~ d.i ·r e ct i on and a bou t e 'qu's 'I :' t () the c o~.r.e ,?,P qn,di nt!? 
ratio·. i"n ·the ,crosswise direction. ' -... . ':""'. ,\ 
. '. : ... ~ ;: .... 
'.. j "":' -:".. ~'oO;:: ... 
. . !' The " Qo~pressive yield stress of -·, t ·he . J,~",!..,d.~n~;t1 -ca.'lea: . . 
f e t L tIl. E1 . 1 ~ n gt h w i sed ire c q 0 n wa: e .? 0 0 :'. psi - com Par e d .' to ' 5 O ' p iii .:.,\; i 
for har.d rPUb:be! and .16 psi for polystYI'~ne·. . ' . .-:::;'," . : ..... 
\.,... } Or 
~ 'fl '§:l comp.:ression 
well with . ~he vaiues 
'. ".. .• ~ I . 
. I. -: ,~::: ,..'. . _,,', • r'f . 
test data fol' b'a-lsli - c,OlllPGl-re reasonably 
given Ih·· r .eferenc~, S ·. , . .. ~ ,.; "~l'" .. 
~'~/1 .~.: : ... '~.;I·" 
- .... . ," .. • • -1 
'.\; . ~ . 
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1. The density of the polystyrene expanded material was 
a fourth, urea-:forJD~:liiehy-de a ha.lf .. a ·n-d . har.d .. r.u1ibe~" ancl;: c··el­
lulose acetate ab ,o;u.t t ·he. sa.me .as that of the', l ··ow-densi.-t.y.:; ' 7';",', 
balsa, 0.08 gr.am. pe-~ C1lob,ic . centime·ter. The p,.ensities o.f rthe:""'j 
zein and .glass .ex.p.a.nded materials were greater; than. tha·t ·, of 
the low-~ensity bala~~ .. 
\ '. '0. 
2. Th.e hard r'Ubbe.r had the lowest thEn"1na:i' " C:onductivity 
of the ma.~erial·si! :te .sted and compares fav .oro:t.l.:y: :\o.r.ith many of 
the rigid and most of the fibrous commercial insulating mate-
ri'S.l ·t'!!; , ,' . . .'. ::.' " '. J 1: '.: i." . : . ;; ,.: ", !. , ,' t ••• " ,: . 
,r.u·' 
~h·e . t 'e 'st s 
e:ich i b! t-e d · 
3. The l~ast ' wei~ht an~ dimensional changes' t~ 
involving extremes of tem~erature and humidity were 
by the glass and pol y styrene expanded materials . 
• • t' '~" 
4. The .l organic ptoducts were all affected to some extent 
by 7 monthsJ · outdoor . exposure; · the glass product was unaf-
fe~ted. . .,. . ' 
5. The le~st dim~nsional chan ges and lowest ' percentage 
weight changes on i~mersion in vartous chemicalQ : Were exhib-
ited by glass and hard rubber in that order. For these mate-
rials the dimen~i9nal.chan ges we~e less 'than ' l percent except 
in the case of har;d rubber in an ·aromati.c- .gasoliI1e blend. 
6. Balsa ' ~~~ ". much super.ior t ·O. the 'other materials in 
fl~xural properties. In flexure, jts modulus of elasticity 
was forty times and its modulus o~ ruptu~e was nine times the 
values for. hard rubber of the sam-e' density, ., th'e strongest 
organic synthetic material. When the d e~sity' is taken into 
account, polystyr .. en..)e ,approached the balsa in 'specific flex-
ural ~odulus of el~st)c!ty and s p ecific modulus of rupture . 
. ! . 
. 7 . Balsa ~~s ~~~h superior t o the other materials in .-
compressive propert.1es. The cellul·§).'se ' acetate with cylindri- '· 1 
cal cells ori 'ented perpendicularllY ~.t · o t.he plane o"f the sheet " 
had a flatwise compressive modulus of elasticity that com-
pared favora.bly wi1; .h the ... correspo,ndi:ngl value for balsa of the 
same d~nsity. Th,~ edg!ew,"ee ·comp.re ·ss·iiVeJ m'O·dulus of elasticity 
for hard rubber, the mo.t ~ig'd · of ·: ~he ' .ynthet~c organic 
products. was 4 percent of the ed gewise value for the low-
density balsa in the len gthwise d ir~~biOn. The · ccfu~re~sivA 
yield stress for the lo w-densitybalaa iti ! the I~h~th~i6e ' t; .' 
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direction was more than ten ti~es the value for the hard rub-
ber product. 
National Bur'eau o~ Standar~~, 
\\fashingt on, D. C., ; March 8, '1'945. 
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TABLE I.- THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LOW-DENSITY MATERIALS 
Densi ty, Thermal 
Material Thickne ss oven-dried conductivityl , K 
(i n . ) (lb/ft 3 ) (g/cm 3 ) (Btu/hr/ft 2 /OF/in.) 
Cellulose 
acetate 8 0.56 5.~ 0.085 0.49 
: 
Polyst yrene 1.11 1.0 .016 .35 
,-
Hard rubber .98 4.3 .069 .25 
Balsa, 10.,..'-
densit y 3 1. 00 5.8 .093 .32 
Balsa, high-
densit y 3 .74 10.0 .16 .41 
Glass:4 1.0 10'.3 .165 .53 
, :. 
lThe mean temperature for thes~~ests was in the range 
92 0 to 100°F. 
2 The test specime~ co ~;i 'sted of two th~ckn~sses o£ this 
material, giving a total 't~ickness of 1.12 in. 
3The test specime.n ~ con.sitlted of pieces - 4 by 8 in. b.utted 
together at the edges to form 8-in. equares; all pieces were 
cut f~om the aame boa~d. 
4 - . ' 
The material used in this test was from a different 
shipment than that used for the other tests on expanded glass. 
The specimerr ~as bven~drie d at 250° F pri~r to test. 
I Teet I 
I 
cnange aftt:!' cbange after 
24 boun 24 bourtl 
at 140°", at 14()O, 
llat .. ria1 ~~1,~·H. in (~ien; 
Cellulose aoetate + 2·7 - 6.0 . 
PolYlltyrsne 
- 1.4 + O'g Zein + 5·2 - ~. 
,Urea-formaldehyde + 0.4 
- 3·4-
Hard rubber +11.6 
-11.5 
Low-density balsa + 4.3 -10.~ Glass 
- 0.6 
- o. 
Celluloee acetate + 1.2 - 1.2 , 
IPolystyrene 0.0 + 0.1 
Zeln 
- 0.2 
- 0.6 ". 
,urea-formaldebYde - 0.1 
- 3·1 
.Hard rubber + 2.4 - 0.8 ._ 
Low-dens l ty balsa, length + o·a - 0·3 
wldtb + O. 
- 1.0 .: 
Glass I 0.0 + 0.1 
Cellulose acetate 
- 0·9 + 0.9 
Polystyrene 0.0 
- 0·5 
Zein . + 1.1! + 0·3 
Ure&-i'ormaldebyde 
- 1.3 
- 3·0 
Hard rubber + 3·0 - 1.0 
Low density balea + 2.1 - 1.6 
Glass 
- 0·5 + 0.2 
TABLJ: II.- CHA1IGES III nIGHT AND DIItENSIONB 0' LOW-DENSITY lUTERlALB IN ACCELERATlD BERVICE TESTB 
INVOLVING EXTR~EB OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY' 
Test II Teat III Test IT Test V 
Cbange after Change after I Change after Change after Cbange after Change atter Change after 
72 boure 24 bourll 24 bours 24 hours 24 hou~B 21+ hours 24 bO~S 
' at 140°" at 160°". at 160°" at 17!f" at 175 " at7~;~' at -40 , 
. in(~ien 70-7t:) R. 1I. 1n(~i~n 10~~~.H. 1n(~ien 70-  R.B. (' ) 
II J: I 0 B T 
. - 0.2 + 3.4 
- 3·6 + 6.9 - 6.~ + 1.6 + 0·3 
0.0 
- 1.0 + 0·3 
- o.~ + 0.2 - 1. 2· + 0·3 
- 0.4 + 4.!! 
- ;.3 +11. -11.2 + 5·0 - 0.2 
- 0.2 + 1.6 + 6.!! - 7·4 + 0.2 + 0.4 
- 2·7 + 5· 2 : f~ +19.8 -19.8 +10.4 + 0.2 
- 0.2 + 6.2 
- ·7 +14.6 +1~.0 + 3·9 + 0.2 
- 2.0 . - 0.4 - 0.8 + 2.6 - .4 - 0.2 + 0.4 
L J: II 0 T B A J D • I D T H
a 
- 0.1 + 1.2 
- 1.2 + 1.0 - 1.9 + 0.2 + 0·3 
0.<1 + 0.1 + 0.2 0.0 - 0.2 - 0.2 0 .0 
- 0.2 + 0.6 - 1.6 + 0.4 - 1.0 + 1.2 - 0.6 
- 0.2 + 2.1 - 2.6 + 0.6 
- 5·1 - 0.1 + 0.6 
. - O.} + 0.4 - 1.4 + 0·3 - 1.2 + 2.0 - 0.2 
.+ 0·3 0.0 
- 0·3 0.0 - 0·3 0.0 - 0.2 
+ 0· 3 + 0·3 - O.~ + 1.4 - 1.3 0.0 0.0 
'. + 0.1 0.0 0.0 + 0.2 0.0 
- 0·3 0.0 
.. I 
T H I C K II E S S· 
-' 0.0 + 0.9 - l.tI + 0.9 - 1.tI 0.0 + 0·9 
+ 0·5 
- o.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 + 0., + O.~ 
+ 0.3 + O. - 0.4 - 2.2 + 1.0 - 1.0 - 2. 
0.0 + 1.1 - l.~ + 0·7 - 5·0 - 0.6 - 0.7 
- o.~ + 1.0 - 2.~ + 0·5 - 2·5 + ,.0 + 0·5 
+1. 0.0 
- 1. + 1.0 - 1.0 - O.I! 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- 0·5 0.0 
1Weiaod 6011, Federal Specification L-P-406a. Two specimen. of eacb material were tested. 
The same specimens were suhjected to tests I to V, consecutively . The values in the table 
are average ohangee from the previous condition, calculated to percentage of the initial 
weight or dimensions of the conditioned specimen. 
Bprobable error in the values 16 of the order of :0.2. 
'Probable error in the values is of the order of :0.5. 
Cbange after 
24 hours 
at 175°' 
in(~ien 
- 1+.6 
0.0 
- 7.2 
- 3.4 
-11.0 
- 8.6 
- 1.0 
.. 
- 1.4 
- 0.1 
- 1.6 
- 3·3 
- 1.8 
- 0·3 
- 1.(1 
- 0.2 
- 0.9 
- 0., 
- 2.2 
- 1.6 
- 3'g 
- 1. 
0.0 
Change af ter 
24 hours 
at _40°F 
(') 
+ ?·5 
+ 0·7 
+ 0·5 
+ 1. 7 
+ 0.2 
+ 1.2 
- 1.4 
0.0 
0.0 
- O.~ 
+ 0 .8 
- 0.4 
- 0.2 
+ 0.2 
+ 0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
- 0.7 
+ 0.9 
- 0·5 
0.0 
- 0.2 
z 
» 
o 
» 
... 
z 
z 
o 
co 
co 
.... 
I 
I 
I-' 
.." 
J 
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TABLE III.- CHANGES IN WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS OF LOW-DENSITY 
MATERIALS DURING 240-HOUR OVEN-FOG CYCLIC 
ACCELERATED WEATH~RING TEST 
Change in Change in len~th Change in 
Material 1 weight and width thickness 3 
(percent.) (percent) (percent) 
Cellulose 
acetate 0.05 
-1. 0 -0.6 
Polystyrene 
-1. 2 -.9 -.8 
Zein 
- 2.1 -3.0 ( 4 ) 
Hard rubber 
-1.2 -1.4 -1.1 
Lo,.,-de nsi ty 
balsa -.2 -1. 0 . 2.2 
Glass 
-. 4 -1.4 -1.6 
lTwo specimens of each material were tested. The fig-
ures in the table are the average percentage changes, based 
on initial conditioned values . 
.eProbable error in the values is of the order of ±O. 2. 
3 Probable error in the values is of the order of ±0.5. 
40 ne specimen exhibited l.l-percent increase, the other 
l.l-percent decrease. 
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TABLE IV. - EFFE CT ON LOW- DZNS IT Y I~AT ER IALS OF EXPOSURE 
OU TDOORS FOR 7 MONTHS 1 
Material 
Cellulose 
Changes in 
dimensions 
Length- Cross-
wise wise 
(percent percent) 
acetate -10 to 10 
-20 
Polystyrene 0 
Zein 
Hard rubber 
Balsa,low-
densit y 
Glass 
-13 
- 2.5 
o 
o 
o 
-9 
-.8 
-4 
o 
:a Warn 
Length-
wise 
( in. ) 
0.12 
2.9 
. 6 
o 
Remarks 
on conditnons after 
exp osure 
Ba.dly warped 
Eroded so that thick-
ness is half of orig-
inal, exc e pt w~ere 
wire screen protected 
panel. 
Underside soft near 
cent er, ~ robably 
caus ea b~ absorption 
of condensed moisture. 
Surface dulled: 
slightly warped. 
Surface cracks in di-
rection of grain. 
Same as original. 
lSpecimens exposed from March 15, 1944 to Oct. 17, 1944 
on roof of Industrial Building, Nat. Bur. of Standards, 
Washingt on, D.C.: examined at 3:00 p.m. after 3 d ays of clear 
weather. 
2Warp calculated to that for specimen 12 in. in length, 
assuming that warp varies with square of length of specimen. 
The len g ths of the specimens varied from 9 to 18 in. 
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TABLE V.- CHANGES IN WEIGHT AND DIKENSIONS or LOW-DENSITY KATERIALSl 
.,' _. ,-_. 
IMMERSED FOR ;7 DAYS IN CHEl4IOALS AT -~50 C 
Change Change Ohange ' Change for for Change , for urea.- Cha.p.ge for low- Ohange Chemi cals cellulose poly- for formal- for hard density for 
acetate styrene zein ' dehyde rubber balsa glass (percent) ( percent) (percent) (percent) (peTcent) (percent) (percent) 
Weight 
Water ' 420 130 150 960 65 510 10 
Ethyl alcohol, 
95 percent 300 :no 280 1440 52 590 7 
Ethylene glycol 250 100 310 560 40 250 , 17 
Glycerol . " 240 180 40 200 31 210 16 
Diacetone ' ' 
alcohol Dissolved 300 480 1570 79 320 16 
Acetone Dissolved Diesolved 200 1170 100 820 5 
Koto'r 011 
(SAE flO) 160 180 160 1760 55 190 14 
Gasoline blend- 150 Dissolved 130 1370 210 490 6 
Heptane 170 64 150 1260 46 320 9 
Length and Width3 
L 11' 
Water 2 . 4 -0 . 7 -0.8 2.0 0 0.7 2.6 -0.7 
Ethyl alcon01, 
95 percent 5.8 .7 10.0 1.9 .6 .8 1.8 0 
Ethylene glycol 6.2 1.4 5.4 -1.2 0 .8 2 . 6 -.1 
Glycerol -. 2 ' 0 -.8 - .8 .1 . 7 . 7 0 
Diacetone 
aloohol Dissolved 23 .6 ' 11.3 -1.8 -.~ .4 2.0 -.1 
Acetone Dissolved Dissolved -.4 -1.2 0 0 1.4 -.8 
Motor 011 
-1.0 (8U flO) -0.1 -.4 .1 -.5 -.2 -.1 -.1 
Gasoline blend- . 2 , Dissolved -.2 3.0 2.1 0 .1 -.2 
Heptane -.7 -49.3 -.3 -.8 .6 - . 3 -.3 - . 8 
Thickness • 
Watsr -1·. 0 - 1.1 1.0 2 .6 -0.8 1.4 -0.7 
Ethyl alcohol, , 
95 percent .4 .6 8.3 1.7 . 6 3 . 2 . 1 
Ethylene ' glycol -.7 -.4 6 .0 -1.4 -.4 2.0 -.1 
Glycerol -1.4 1.2 -1.6 -.9 
-
. 6 2.4 0 
Diacetone 
alcohol Dissolved 20 13.9 -1.5 -.2 .9 - .1 
Acetone Dissolved Dissolved -.7 -1.6 '" 0 l.3 "': .5 
Motor oil f .. 
" (SAE flO) -0.5 ~0.2 - 2 . 1 .2 0 0,' -.1 
Gasoline blendS 1:3 P1ss01ved 2 .7 4.3 1:2 0 -.3 
Heptane -.7. -41. 7 -.6 .3 -.4 -1.9 -.7 
lOne sp,ecim'en of each material was teeted , The percentage change is baeed on the 
initial 'weight or dimensions of the conditioned specimen . 
a The gasoline blend consisted of 60 percent 100 octane gasoline, 20 percent toluene" 
15 percent xylene, and 5 per.cent benz ene : 
3Probable error in the values is of the order of %0.2. 
· Probable error in the values ' is of the order of %0.5. 
, 
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TABLE VI.- CHANGES IN WEIGHT AND DlKElSIO OF LOW~DENSITY YATERIALSl 
. f' 
IKYERSED FO~ 7 :DAr~ I~ ~HlKICAL8 AT ,266 ·c AND THtN 
AIR-DRIED A'l: ?5°'"TO 30° 0 FOR 7 ·DAYS 
Change Ch~e Ohange Cllange 
for for Change for urea- Change for low- Change 
Chemicals cellulose poly- for !ormal.- for hard density for 
acetate styrene zein rUbber balea (percent) (percent) (percent) 
dehyde 
(percent) (percent) '(percent) 
glass 
(percen~ ) 
. . ~ We1ght 
.. 
Water 0 0 . 26.7 -1.5 3.4 -4.0 
Ethyl alcohol, 
95 percent 0 0 175 49 . 0 2.3 -.9 
Ethylene glycol 211 34 .7 196 458 6 . 0 294 
Glycsrol 190 147 28.2 130 26.2 168 
Diacetone 
alcohol Dissolved 1.0 228 280 16 . 6 40.0 
Acetone Dissolved Dissolved -17.7 -3.0 7.8 -2 . 0 
'<otor oil 
(SAt flO) 108 127 122 1258 53 .6 200 
Gasoline blend- 6.4 Dissolved 28.0 31.0 7 .4 67.0 
Heptane -1.6 3.4 102 14.0 1.9 158 
Length and Widtha 
L W 
Water -0.4 -0.4 -1.2 -0 .6 0.1 0.8 0 
Ethyl alcohol, 
95 percent -2.3 -.3 1.3 2.7 . 3 .4 
-.4 
Ethylene glycol 6.4 - . 2 2 . 0 3.8 -.2 . 7 2.7 
Glycerol -.2 -.2 
-.5 -.8 .1 .9 1.0 .\ 
Diacet one '. 
alcohol Dissolved -.2 7.1 
-.8 0 A 2.2 
Acetone Dissolved Dissolved -8.5 -1. 7 -.9 .1 ':'2.1 
Yotor 011 
Gi~~~i~;0~lend8 -0.1 0 .-0.8 0.4 -.5 0 -.2 .2 Dissolved 
-.4 .2 ,...7 0 - . 3 
Heptane -:3 -50.3 
-.4 -1.3 .5 .4 .7 
!Mcbe .. • 
Water 0 .4 0 1.6 -0.9 0.4 loS 
Ethyl alcohol, 
95 percent -1.4 -. 7 2.4 3.0 .2 2.1 
Ethylene 
-2 :0. -.2 glycol 3.0 -1.5 .4 1.4 
Glycerol -.4 0 . ":1.7 -.4 0 2.2 
Diacetone 
alcohol Dissolved - .6 9.8 -.6 0 .5 
Acetone Dissolved Dissolved - 9.3 -1. 7 :4 1.3 
Motor oil 
(SAl flO) - 0 .3 0 -2.5 0 .... :2 -.4 
Gasoline blend- -2.4 Dissolved 2 .6 .4 -2.0 -.2 
Heptane -2.9 -44.1 -.9 -1.0 .8 -1.5 
lOne specimen of eaoh material was tested . The percentage change is based on the 
initial weight or dimensions of the conditioned specimen. 
. . 
. ", 
- 0 . 2 
-.1 
15.2 
11.1 
-.4 
-.7 
13 . 1 
-.7 
-.2 
-0 . 5 
".-'. 2 
,- . 3 
'0' 
-.1 
-.5 
-.1 
-.2 
-.3 
-0.4 
-.4 
-.3 
-.1 
-.1 
- . 4 
-.1 
-.2 
.1 
2 The gaso11ne 'blend consisted 'of 6'0 ' p~;cent 100-octane gasoline, ,20 percent toluene, 
15 percent xylene, and 5 percent benzene. 
3Probable error in the values is of the order of *0. 2 . 
)' -
·Probable error in the vaiues .is of th~.order of *0.5. 
~ " 
'! " 
' f :: 
' . 
l 
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TABLE VII.- WATER ABSORPTION l OF LOW-DENSITY MATERIALS 
Change after Change after Total change 
24-hr immersion 24-hr drying from initial Materia12 at 77 0 F at 122 0 F condition 
(percent) (percent) (percent) 
Weight 
Cellulose acetate 201 -200 1 
Polystyrene 78 -77 1 
Zein 163 -99 64 
Urea-formaldehyde 399 -397 2 
Hard rubber 27.1 
- 27.5 ~.4 
Balsa,low-density 203 -202 1 
Glass 139 -139 0 
Length and Width3 
Cellulose acetate 2.9 -2.7 0.2 
Polystyrene 
-.2 -.2 -.4 
Zein 1.5 
-.4 1.1 
Urea-formaldehyde 4.6 I 
-4.8 
-.2 
Hard ru bber .1 I -.3 
-.2 
Balsa, low-density 
(len g th 1.0 
-.4 • 6 
(width 3.5 
-3.0 .5 
Glass 
-.1 
-.2 -.3 
Thickness 4 
Cellulose acetate 0.7 
-0.3 I 0.4 Polystyrene 
-.3 
-.6 -.9 
Zein 4.0 
-1.1 2.9 
Urea-formaldehyde 4.4 
-4.9 
-.5 
Hard rubber 
.4 
-.2 
I 
.2 
Balsa, low-density 2.7 
-3.9 
-1. 2 
Glass 
-.1 
-.1 
-.2 
lprocedure same as Method 7031, Federal Specification 
L-P-406a (reference 3). 
ZOne specimen of each material was tested. The percent-
age chan g e is based on the initial weight or dimensions of 
the conditioned specimen. 
3Probable error in the values is of the order of xO.2. 
4 
Probable error in the values is of the order of ±0.5. 
lIaterial 
Cellulose acetate 
do. 
do. 
Poly.tyrene 
do. 
do. 
Zsin 
do. 
do. 
Urea-formaldehyde 
do. 
do. 
Hard rubber 
do. 
do. 
Low-density balsa 
do. 
do. 
Glas8 
do. 
T ABLE TIll. - sorTll!:ss I!lDXX FOR SAlIPLJ:8 lIOIERSJ:D IN V ARIOue CI!EIlI CALS 
Softnes8 In1~i' before(~d after lamerBioi. in the Indic&ted Chemical for 
the Length L lIidtll 11 &nd '!'hickneae T of the SpecbenB 
Ethyl lCthylene Di&oetone 
W&ter Aloohol~95~ Glyool Glycerol Alcohol Acetone 
lIeaBurement lIade L " 11 T L & 11 T L " 11 T L " 11 T L " 11 T L & ~I ~ 
Before immerBion 2.0 0.6 1.0 O.! 1.2 1.2 1.~ O.! --- I. --- --- 1--
After 7 daYB immersion 1.8 1.0 1.7 0.8 1.~ 1.0 1.<; o.~ Diaeolved Dissolved After 7 day. air drying 1. 2 0·5 1.0 O.~ 1. 0.6 1.~ o. --- -- --- I --
Betore iamersion 0.6 O.! o.! O'l 0.6 0.8 0·7 0·7 O.~ 0.6 --- --After 7 days immersion O.! 0.2 0.8 O. O.! O.! 1.2 1.2 1.6 0.6 Di8so1ved 
After 7 days air drying 0 . 6 o.! 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 o.~ 0.6 0·7 --- -
Betore immersion o.~ O.~ 0·3 0·3 O.~ 0·3 O.~ 0·3 0.4 0·3 O.~ 0.2 After 7 days immerBion ~. 9.~ 12.2 17'l 11'4 15·1 o. 0·3 5·1 ~.l 1.2 0.6 After 7 days air drying 0.6 1.0 O.~ o. 14. 17·5 0·5 0.2 3·0 ~.! 0.3 O.~ 
Before iameraion 1.2 1.2 O.! 0.7 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.4 2.9 
After 7 daya immersion 2.1 1.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.8 1.6 3·9 
After 7 d&ya air drying 1.8 1.3 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.2 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.5 
Betore i~er.ion 0 · 1 0.1 O . ~ 0.2 0.6 O.~ O.~ 0.2 0.6 0.2 0·3 o.~ 
After 7 d&ys immersion 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.6 o.~ o.~ 0.2 0.6 0'4 1.9 2.1 After 7 days air drying O . ~ 0.2 O.~ o.~ 0·5 0.6 O. 0.2 0·5 O. 1.1 0.6 
Befors 1mmer8ion O.~ 0·3 0'4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0·3 0.2 After 7 days immersion O.~ 0.2 o. 0.4 0.4 0.6 0·3 0.2 O.~ 0. 0 o.~ 0.2 After 7 days air drying 0.2 0.2 O.~ o.~ 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.2 0·3 0.6 O. 0.2 
Betore immerBion 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 
After 7 day. immeraion 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 
After 7 days air drying O.~ 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 
'Softness index is defined as the differencs in the dimensions of the specimen in hundredths of 
an inch as measured on the Sohiefer compressometer for forces of 0.1 and 1 pound, respectively ; 
the higher the number , the softer the material. The values shown 1n the columns for length and 
width are the averages for the measurements in the two directions. 
~~tor .~~) SAl: #10 
L " 'II T 
0.6 0·7 
0.7 0·5 
1.0 0·7 
0.6 0.6 
0.6 o.~ 
0·7 O.! 
0·3 0 . 6 
0·3 o.~ 
0.2 0.2 
1.0 1.0 
0.9 0.8 
o.g 0.9 
O'l 0.2 O. 0.2 
0.6 0. 2 
O. ~ 0.2 
0.2 0.2 
0.4 0.2 
0.2 0 . 2 
0·3 0.2 
0.2 0.1 
uMoline 
Blend 
L & 11 T 
0.9 0.6 
1.0 0.6 
0.9 1.8 
--- --DissolTed 
--- --
O.~ 0·3 
O.~ 0·3 
0.2 0 · 3 
1.0 1.~ 
1.4 3·2 
1.2 2·3 
0.6 0.2 
5·~ 
O.g 
3·2 
l.g 
0.2 0·3 
0.2 0.2 
0.2 0.4 
0.1 0 . 2 
0.2 0.0 
0.2 0.1 
Hept&ne 
L &: 11 T 
O'l 0.2 O. O.! 
1.1 O.~ 
0 . 8 0.6 
1.2 1.0 
1.7 0.2 
O.~ O.~ 
O.~ 0.1 
0 . 6 O.~ 
O.I! 0.8 
0.8 1.6 
l.~ 1.g 
O.~ O.~ 
o.g 0.6 
0.8 1.0 
0·3 1.0 
0'4 0.0 o . 0.4 
0.2 0.2 
0.0 0.1 
0.2 0.2 
II: 
> o 
>-
.... 
II: 
.. 
a 
$ 
... 
'" 
'" 
Speclmen 
Materi al D1rection 
Cellulose !!.Cetatl Lengthw1Be 
Crosswise 
Polystyrene Lengthwise 
Crosswise 
Lengthw1Be 4 
Zeln Lengthw1se 
Crosswise 
,Hard rubber Lengthwise 
Crosswise 
Lengthwise-
Lo_denslty balsa Lengthw1se 
Lengthwise 
Lengthwise 
High-density balsa LengthwUe 
Lengthwise 
Lengthwise 
iG1a" Lengthwise 
L 
TABLE IX .- rLEXURE PROPERTIt8' or LOW-DEIiSITY MATERIALS 
EtteoU.e 
Flexural Modulus ot Yodulus of Rupture, Sr Wo. ot E1&1 tio1 ty J:~ 
Di~i~!~1 d Speol- Avera~ Ran~ A.erage Range Span-Depth Padl tJI~ at lIIenl (lb/1n (lb/1n2) llb/ln2) llbl1n2\ RaUo SUJ)'OOrt 
0.OB5" 
0. OB5" 
0.019:' 
0 . 019~ 
0.01B2 
0.1~7 
0.1 7 
0. 076 
0 . 07~ 
0.07 
O'OlB 0.0 B 
0.093 
0.17? 
0.20~ 
0.28 
0.16" 
2 400 ~oo 30 30 t Wone 2 200 200 15 10-20 Wone 
2 900 B00-1,000 25 22-25 7 Wone 
2 1,~0 1,300-1,400 l6 3°-l5 7 Wone 2 1, 0 900-1,BOO 30- 5 7 )( 
2 2,600 2,5OD-2'loo 60 55-60 7 lone 
2 2,400 2,200-2, 00 60 55-65 7 Jone 
2 5,400 5,2OD-~, 700 100 100 7 )fone 
2 5,BOO ~,~OO- ,100 B5 75-95 7 Wone 
2 5,000 , 00-5,700 B5 B5 7 )( 
2 
--- ---
B10 lBO-84O 11· Jone 2 ----
---
700 70-720 P 
3 195,000 184,000-210,000 - - 7 )( 
3 ---- ---- 2'4r 2,150-4.,060 lI- p 3 4, 0 l ' 4B0-6, 090 p 2 680,000 640,000-120,000 5,260 ,960-5,550 7 )( 
2 
--
---- 105 100-110 7 P 
'Yidspan loading; head motion ad3usted to produce 0.006 to 0.012 1n./1n./_1n. Itrain rate 
tor extreme f1bers at addBpan. 
sp _ 2 by 1 by 1/4 in. plywood b1ook; )( • 2 by 1 by 1/4 1n. lIIethy1 lIIethacry1ate relin. 
"Density ot comprees10n telt speoilllen. 
'Spec1mene taken trom two ditterent b100ke ot materlal 
"Specimens taken trom II. difterent b100k ot material than others. 
• Strain rate 0.002 1n./1n./m1n. 
? Range 0.14 to 0.22. 
• Range 0.16 to 0.27. 
Specific Flexure Values 
!f ~ 
d" c'i' 
700,000 4,000 
300,000 2,000 
130,000,000 70,000 
190,000,000 100,000 
230,000,000 120,000 
670,000 2,400 
520,000 2,200 
12,000,000 17,000 
14,000,000 19,OOO 12,000,000 1 ,000 
---- 130,000 
150.000 
240 000,000 
--
--
100,000 
--
110,000 
31,000,000 67,000 
--
4,100 
'" 
"" 
:zs 
> o 
> 
"i 
:zs 
g: 
o 
18 
... 
T.ABLE X.- FLATHISE COHPBESS I On DATA FOR 10TN-DEnSITY MATEEIALS 
, .... 
Effective compressive Hate 
Density Number of modulus of elasticity2 Spherical of head 
speci- Average Range / head used motion avera§~ 
Material (g/ em ") T!lenS ~ (1"0/ in. 2) (lb/ in. 2 ) (in ./min) 
Cellulo se 0.OB9 3 3400 3300 to 3500 Yes 0.05 
acetate .088 6 3300 2400 to 4400 No .05 
• Polystyrene . 01153 3 300 280 to 310 Yes .1 
.0190 5 480 410 to 560 No .1 
Zein .169 3 570 500 to 640 Yes .1 
.1BO 2 47 0 260 to 680 N6 .1 
Urea- I formaldehyde .037 1 30 Yes .2 
I Hard rubber .071 3 400 360-460 Yes .1 
.072 2 540 370-710 Ho .1 
Bal sa , 
lOvl-densi ty .070 3 1400 1200 to 1600 Yes .• 05 
.077 2 1500 1300 to 1700 No 
Balsa, .17 3 15,000 12,000 to 18,000 Yes .05 
high-density .22 3 34,000 27,000 to 38,000 No .05 
Glass .16'1 '3 ca . 1)000 No O~ 
. ~Specimens were 3 by 3 in. by t he thickness of the sheet except for the balsa speci-
mens l Which \\Tere 1 in . thick wi th planed faces . 
2]ased on compressive deformation as indicated by chru1ge in distance between the top 
and bottom bearing blocks. The slope of the straiGht p6rtion of the graph \.;as used to 
obtain '~he modulus . 
I 
~ 
:<> 
o 
~. 
8 
Z 
Z 
o 
ill 
ill 
t--' 
(\) 
01 
liaterial 
Cellulose acetate 
do. 
Polystyrene 
do. 
- .-Zein 
Hard rubber 
" ... ~" .• do. 
Low-density balsa 
do . 
do. 
do • 
.. 
High density balsa 
do. 
do. 
do. 
-
TABLE XI.- EDGEWISE COMPRESSION DATA rOR LOW-DENSITY MATERIALS 
Effective Compressive Compressive Rate of 
Direction Density, No. of Modulus of Elasticitv8 Yield Stress Spherical Head 
1;i~:~) Average Range of Speci- tera~) Range Loading mena l lb/in2 (lbiln2) (lb/in2) Clb/in2) 
Lengthwise 0.084 3 350 2;0-;00 ~:: ig ~~ ~g: Crosswise 0 . 079 3 350 2;0-500 
Lengthwise 0.019 3 74<:) 700-790 il 16-17 Crosewise 0. 019 3 S20 730-950 "- l4-1g 
Lengthwise 0.016 2 790 660-920 35 32-37 
Lengthwise O.OSI 2 4,600 3,400.. 4,906 · ;2 ~1-54 Crosswise 0.079 3 ,200 3.900- ,500 50 6-52 
• 6tl, 000-14g• 000 l60 500-950 Lengthwiae 0.077 3 45•000 do. 0.075 2 1 0.000 133.000-1 6,000 lO~ ;40-Sl0 Crosswise 0.M9 3 4.500 3 /~0-5. 700 ~~ ~7~ do. 0.073 3 3.000 2, 0-3.500 37-4-
Lengthwise 0.26 2 
750:00(jT ---- 4. 300 4,200-4.500 do. 0·32 4- 690.000-g10,000 ,700 ,490- ,900 
--5 220:J Crosswise 0.21. 3 20.000 l2.000:-3?OaO 1~0-300 
do. O. lS 3 20.000 14, OOO-li17 ,000 19d' 1 0-250 
-
~pecimens were geometrically similar with height and width each equal to twice 
the thiolmeaa. 
sBased on compressive deformation as indicated by change in distance between top 
and bottom bearing blocks. The slope at the straight portion at the graph 
was used to obtain the modulus. 
3Stres8-strain diagram does not become quite horizontal. so these values are not 
yield str~ss in the ideal sense. 
.. .: 
Range 0.061 to 0.M9 
5Range 0.17 to 0.27 
~ge 0.16 to 0.22 
Head },lotion 
Used (in'-/min.] 
No 0.1 
No 0 .1 
No 0.2 
110 0.2 
Yea 0.1 
No 0.2 
No 0.2 
Yes 0.05 
No 0.05 
Yes 0.05 
No 0.05 
No 0.0; 
Two with ) a .aOrO.OM 
Two wi thout) 
Yea 
I 
0.05 
No 0.0; 
1 Dia1 gages graduated to a,oooi inoh used tor indicating die tanoe between bearing 
blocks in thia test. ' 
Specimen 
H(igb~ in. 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
N 
en 
z 
:.-
n 
:.-
...;) 
z 
z 
o 
CD 
CD 
.... 
NACA TN No. 991 Fig. 1 
'. ~- ............ ~ ...... --..... --.. .~ 
Figure 1.- Schiefer compressometer used for measuring 
dimensions of low-density materials. Spec-
imen is polystyrene. 
• 
Figure Z.- Flexure j'ig in place in testing machine. Low-magnification 
extensometer, Model PS-7, is attached. 
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Figure 3.- Flexure specimen .o:t' hard rubber in place ready for testing. 
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NACA TN No. 991 Fig. 4 
Figure 4.- Compression test bearing blocks equipped with 
brackets to which Southwark-Peters plastics 
extensometer can be attached. 

NACA TN No. 991 Fig. 5 
Figure 5.- Specimen of polystyrene in place for flatwise 
compression test. Aluminum alloy spherical bear-
ing head on top of specimen. 

NAOA TN No . 991 Fig. 6 
Figure 6 .- Specimen of balsa wood in place for edgewise com-
pression test. High magnification extensometer, 
Model PS-6 , is a t tached. 

A c F 
Figure 7 (a to c).- Samples of low-density materials after 2 months outdoor exposure, March 15 to May 15, 1944, in Washington, D.C. A, glass; B, hard rubber; C, zein; D, polystyrene; E, cellulose acetate; F, low-density balsa. 
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NACA TN No. 991 Fig. 7b 
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Figure 8a,b.- Samples of low-density materials after 7 months 
outdoor exposure, March 15 to October 14, 1944, 
in Washington, D.C. A, glass; B, hard rubber; 0, zein; 
D, polystyrene; E, cellulose acetate; F, low-density balsa. 
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NACA TN No. 991 Fig. 8b 
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NACA TN No . 991 
50r-----r-----r--- --r 
401----
30 
Leng thwise specimen 
Depth 0. 99 in. 
Width 1. 99 in. 
Span 7 . 00 in 
I 
I Hard rubber L ___ _ 
Crosswise specimen 
Depth 0. ~9 in. 
Width 1. ~8 in. 
Span 7 . 00 in . 
Fig . 9 
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Deflec}ion j i 
--------~--------~----------~ o 
Figure 9.- Typical flexure load-deflection curves obtained 
with ~n automatic recorder. 
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Figure 10. - Average flatwise compressive stress-strain curves for low-density materials. 
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rigure 11.- Average edgewile comprellive 'tresi-strain curve, tor lOW-density materials. 
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'igure 13.- Typical flatwise-compress1on lOad-deformat1on curTes obta1ned with an automatic recorder. 8pecimens 3-oy 3-hy l-inch were teBted 
using a Bpherical head. 
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Figure 13.- Typ1cal edgewi8e-compre8sion ' lOad-deformatlon curvea obtained wltb an automatic recorder. Speolmens 2- by 2-by l - incb were te.ted ; a spherical 
bead was used only for tbe lQw-density balaa, wbicb waa tested orosswisB. 
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